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Win Bet - York 14:55 - Coronet @ 5/2  
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Win Bet - Fontwell 17:00 - Young Cheddar @ 10/1  
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Manchester United Are Tipped To Win The FA Cup - By 
Ian Hudson


The cream usually rises to the top in the FA Cup and Saturday’s final brings together 
the teams that finished second and fifth in the Premier League. The higher placed 
team usually prevails which means Manchester United should beat Chelsea at 
Wembley Stadium. Statistically there should be two or three goals so correct score 
punters should consider 2-1 for United after 90 minutes. Since 1992/93 there have 
been more goals in the second half than first half more often than not.  


The average finishing position in the league of the Cup winners during the Premier 
League era is 4th. The average finishing position of the losing finalists is seventh so 
those averages will be improved on if United beat Chelsea. On current form they are 
the most likely winners and Jose Mourinho understands the value of winning 
trophies. In his first full season in charge at Old Trafford United won the League Cup 
and Europa League so three titles in two years would not be a disaster.


However, Mourinho was recruited to make United competitive in the Premier League 
and Champions League. His team were always going to be way off the pace behind 
Manchester City but United were best of the rest and won more games and points 
than last season. Winning the FA Cup would keep the momentum going but sooner 
or later Mourinho must deliver one of the two trophies that matter most. The nature 
of the loss to Sevilla in the last 16 of the Champions League was disappointing. 
United gave away the initiative in the second leg at Old Trafford and elimination was 
not a shock. 


Chelsea maintained the pattern of winning the Premier League and then 
underperforming the following season. Even though they were still in running for a 
top four finish on the final day Liverpool never looked like slipping up against 
Brighton and Chelsea were abysmal in the must win fixture against Newcastle. 
Antonio Conte’s days look numbered so his players may not respond to his plans for 
the Cup Final. Winning the Cup may not save Conte and another managerial change 
looks imminent at Chelsea.  


United have qualified for the Champions League and Chelsea will be playing in the 
Europa League because they finished fifth. The winners of the FA Cup qualify for the 
Europa League but that is not an issue for the two finalists. The momentum is with 
United and Chelsea didn’t look interested at Newcastle. Its up to Conte to motivate 
the players but if they know he is through the door that could be difficult. United 
beat Chelsea 4-0 in the Cup Final in 1994 when Eric Cantona converted two 
identical penalties and Mark Hughes and Brian McClair completed the scoring.  

   

Chelsea won the FA Cup four times in six years from 2007 to 2012, including a 1-0 
win over United in the first year of that spell. Manchester United won the FA Cup 
two years ago to break Arsenal’s run that has brought them three Cup Final wins 
over the last four years. Chelsea were the losing finalists last May and are predicted 
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to be so again on Saturday because United are expected to be running around 
Wembley with the trophy. Another defeat could be the end of the line for Conte but 
Mourinho will maintain his record of winning all types of trophies for fun.   


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Can England Win The World Cup?  

England are playing Tunisia in their first match in the World Cup and this is an 
opportunity to score some goals and hit the ground running. In the past with 
relatively weak opponents in the first match England have stumbled to a narrow win 
or draw.  The tone is then set and when there are tougher matches the team fall 
short. The manager justifies a poor performance in the opening fixture by saying the 
team did not lose. 


Surely, with Tunisia and Panama to deal with it’s a chance to make a statement. 
Score some goals, get the country behind the team and move on. Typically, the 
group phase is like extracting teeth and as soon as England play anyone decent it all 
goes wrong. There are no expectations this time and ENGLAND are 18/1 with 
bet365 to win the 2018 World Cup.  


Thursday used to be Europa League night but the final of this year\s competition 
was last night when Atletico Madrid won the trophy for the third time. That leaves 
the FA Cup and Champions League finals before the focus turns to the World Cup. 
At least you can bet on the League 2 playoff semi-final second leg between Exeter 
and Lincoln. Exeter were unbeaten in their last 15 home matches and secured a 
draw in the first match. Any kind of win will see them progress to the final and 
EXETER are the team to back to win the match in 90 minutes at 9/5 with Coral. 


The Dante Stakes at York is now established as one of the most significant trials for 
the Derby. An impressive winner of the race often becomes the favourite for the 
most prestigious Flat race in the world. That will be almost impossible this year 
because Saxon Warrior looks home and hosed and connections are talking about 
the Triple Crown. Nijinsky in 1970 was the last horse to win the Guineas, Derby and 
St Leger in the same season and Saxon Warrior has the attributes to emulate that 
horse. ROARING LION has been slightly disappointing this season but can get back 
into the Derby picture by winning the Dante today at 5/2 with Ladbrokes.  
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Dante Day 2 - Don’t Miss Out On The Money!

We told you all he had already given us the Irish Grand National winner General 
Principle @ 33/1 and the Aintree Grand National winner Tiger Roll @16/1!


Tony McCormick as predicted smashed the bookies again on the Knavesmire at 
York yesterday with…


Winners in all the first 3 Races!


+6.60 Points Profits On Day One!


Over £330 To £50 a Point Stakes!!


Bear in mind most bets are just straight 1 point stakes.


Hamada – WON - Advised @ 5/2 

George Bowen – WON - Advised @ 12/1 

Harry Angel – WON - Advised @ 4/5 

All Bets sent the night before and ideal for grabbing those early bigger value prices.


This is the guy who has proved his worth over and over again because on three 
previous occasions he has slaughtered the bookies at these big meetings and it 
looks like number 4 is set to top the lot.


But all is NOT lost!


There is still TWO days to go at the York Dante meeting and if you didn’t join 
before… you should definitely join NOW!


(Reduced Rate for last Two Days - just £14)


Click Here – Grab Two Days Of Big York Profits 

This guy has a proven history of success…


Don’t wait to hear of more success tomorrow, act today and secure the last two 
days of York profits and I can tell you Tony has some BIG bets planned over the next 
two days that could potentially leave Day One profits in the shade!


Do YOU want to join him?


Click Here To Secure Your York Dante Profits! 
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This really is going to a spectacular last 2-days as more top horses do battle. These 
meetings are obviously ultra competitive and you need a proven specialist to guide 
you all the way.


Tony McCormick is that specialist – Don’t bet at York this week without him!


We have special deal in place right now for you jump on board and grab the last two 
days of top tips for just £7 a day. (Plus VAT)


An ABSOLUTE BARGAIN! 

Click Here Now & Secure Your Place 
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